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Abstract 
 

This work presents a comparison of two different 

frequency selective surface (FSS) structures with band pass 

characteristics at X-Band (8.2-12.4 GHz) frequencies. 

Square slot FSS and circular slot FSS structures are 

designed and printed on FR4 substrate. Measurement 

results and simulation results of both FSS structures are in 

good agreement. Measurement results show that a 

passband (|S21|>-0.5dB) is achieved between 8.2-8.68 and 

9.08-11.87 GHz for circular slot FSS and 8.2-11.65 GHz 

for square slot FSS with wider passband characteristic.   

 

1 Introduction 
 

Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) are periodic structures 

that consists of conductive elements or patches that act as 

spatial filters of electromagnetic energy. They can act as 

band-stop or band-pass filters. Generally FSS structures are 

utilized in different applications such as filters, reflectors, 

absorbers, radome [1] and recently they are used in sensors 

applications [2-3].  

 

Increasing popularity of studies on antenna technologies 

have provided radomes as an important study topic since 

radomes protect antenna physically and reduce the 

observability of the antenna. 

 

In this study square slot and circular slot FSS structures are 

designed and fabricated (Fig. 1). Additionally analytical 

results of square slot FSS structure based on equivalent 

circuit model are used for comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. a) Square slot FSS,  b) Circular slot FSS       c) 

Equivalent circuit model of Square Slot FSS 

2 Design and Simulation of FSS Structures 
 

In literature there are many different FSS structures. This 

study focus on square slot FSS and circular slot FSS 

structures since they behave as a band pass filter due to 

their equivalent circuit model. Equivalent circuit model 

(ECM) of square slot FSS contains an LC circuit as shown 

in the Fig. 1. In order to get analytical results for square slot 

FSS structure, ECM formulas [4-5] are utilized to obtain 

transmission response (S21) values. To improve ECM 

results, effective dielectric constant formula with ‘N’ 

parameter which is presented in [5] is used. In order to 

obtain a good passband response at X-Band frequencies 

both structures are simulated on CST Studio software 

based on changing dimensions. An FR4 substrate material 

with 4.29 dielectric constant and 0.019 loss tangent and 1 

mm height is used for those simulations.   

 

Figure 2. Frequency Response of S21 for Square Slot FSS 

with d=8 mm, g=1 mm, s=1 mm   

  

Figure 3. Frequency Response of S21 for Square Slot FSS 

with d=9 mm, g=1 mm, s=1 mm   



  

Figure 4. Frequency Response of S21 for Square Slot FSS 

with s=1 mm, g=1 mm for different d   

  

Figure 5. Frequency Response of S21 for Square Slot FSS 

with d=10 mm, g=1 mm for different s   

 

Figure 6. Frequency Response of S21 for Square Slot FSS 

with d=10 mm, g=1 mm   

 

Figure 7. Frequency Response of S21 for Square Slot FSS 

with d=10 mm, g=1 mm   

 

Figure 8. Frequency Response of S21 for Circular Slot FSS 

with s=1 mm, g=1 mm for different d. 

 

Figure 9. Frequency Response of S21 for Circular Slot FSS 

with d=12.5 mm, g=1 mm for different s.   

 
When Fig. 2 to Fig. 9 are examined, final dimensions of 

square slot FSS are selected as d=10 mm, g=1 mm, s=3 mm 

and p=11 mm. Also final dimensions of circular slot FSS 

are d=12.5 mm, g=1 mm, s=4 mm and p=13.5 mm. 

 

3 Fabrication and Measurement 
 

In order to validate the simulation results, both FSS 

structures are printed on an FR4 substrate with 4.29 

dielectric constant and 0.019 loss tangent and 1 mm height. 

Fabricated products are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 10. View of Fabricated Square Slot FSS  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 11. View of Fabricated Circular Slot FSS  
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The transmission measurements were performed at X-

Band (8.2-12.4 GHz) and Ku Band (12.4-18 GHz) with 

N5230A Agilent Vector Network Analyzer inside the 

anechoic chamber. Standard horn antennas with 15dBi gain 

are used for free space transmission measurements, as they 

are aligned with the case of normal wave incidence onto 

the FSS structures. After calibration, the samples with the 

size of 506.9 mm x 506.9 mm (square slot FSS) and 514.3 

mm x 514.3 mm (circular slot FSS) were placed in the 

middle position between the antennas. The distance 

between antennas was around 1.5 m (Fig. 12).  

 

 

Figure 12. Setup for Free Space Transmission 

Measurements 

 

Figure 13. Comparison of Simulation and Measurement 

Results of Square Slot FSS Structure 

 

Figure 14. Comparison of Simulation and Measurement 

Results of Circular Slot FSS Structure 

5 Conclusion 
 

In this study, a square and a circular slot FSS are designed, 

fabricated and compared to each other. The measurement 

results illustrates that square slot FSS structure have wider 

passband characteristics below -0.5 dB. Even though the 

circular FSS structure have also a good passband 

characteristics, square slot FSS structures have less area 

and easy shape to fabricate. The measurement results are in 

good agreement with simulations. In the future, these 

designs can be implemented as one of the layers of multiple 

layered FSS structures in order to achieve better band pass 

characteristics such as flatter passband and sharper fall-of 

curve. Since ECM calculations and simulation results of 

square slot FSS have a good similarity except for high 

frequencies in some cases; additionally, ECM 

computations for circular slot FSS would be also utilized in 

comparison, in the future. 
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